The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP) is a Jisc-funded service that provides a “one-stop shop” for libraries to view, download and analyse their journal, book, database and platform usage reports from multiple publishers.

**JUSP data visualisations (beta release)**

The JUSP team has been working on a series of data visualisations to improve the visual representation of reports within JUSP using Tableau, a 3rd party product. This month we announced the beta release of these data visualisations in JUSP from 2nd November. The beta release will initially include 19 data visualisations based on COUNTER journal reports. These will present usage data at publisher and institutional level, as well as summary level. We have also included some alternatives to the standard bar and line charts.

It is our intention to develop further visualisations representing e-book, database and platform reports during 2017/2018. We intend to collate feedback on the journal reports and will be seeking your input and ideas for development of new journal, e-book and database visualisations over the coming months.

We will run a webinar Wednesday 8th November to introduce the visualisations and highlight our plans in this area. We will also provide a brief support guide that will introduce the visualisations and provide a quick overview of functionality.
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**JUSP data visualisations**

- Individual publisher usage - calendar year
- Individual publisher usage - academic year
- Individual publisher usage by month - sliding date ranges
- Individual publisher usage trends - by month and calendar year
- Individual publisher usage trends - by month and academic year
- Combined calendar year and monthly trends for individual publisher
- Combined academic year and monthly trends for individual publisher
- Top publisher usage as bubble chart - calendar year
- Top publisher usage as tree diagram - calendar year
- Publisher usage by year showing direct accesses and access through gateways
- Trends in direct publisher v gateway usage
- All publisher usage - by publisher Gold Open Access (OA) usage and academic year (SCOPUS)
- All publisher usage - by publisher and calendar year
- Compare your site with others
- Compare your site with others in your Jisc Band
- Compare your site with others in your peer groups
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**Jisc**

JUSP is funded by Jisc
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More JR2 and JR5 added to JUSP

This month saw further JR2 (access denials) and JR5 (by year of publication) reports added to JUSP. Brill JR2 and JR5 data are now available in JUSP for 92 institutions dating from Jan 2014 onwards. JR2 and JR5 data from SAGE’s new platform have been loaded into JUSP for Jan 2017 onwards for 134 institutions in JUSP. We have also added Edward Elgar JR5 data for January 2014 onwards for 56 institutions, which are in addition to the JR1, JR2, BR2, BR3 and PR1 reports already available for that publisher.

New information tab within JUSP - restated data

JUSP collects COUNTER-compliant reports from publishers on a monthly basis as the reports become available. Sometimes publishers need to restate data at a later date to make corrections. To ensure that the data held in JUSP is as up to date as possible, we replace the data with the corrected the reports whenever we have been alerted to any changes.

We have now added a new tab to the home screen, called ‘Restated data’, that lists when we have replaced data and the reason why. We will continue to notify libraries through the mailing list but we hope that you will find this additional reference useful.

Upcoming webinar
JUSP data visualisations webinar

Date: Wednesday 8th November
Time: 10am to 11am
Description: The JUSP team will tell you more about the visualisations, offer tips for interacting with them, and give you an opportunity to ask questions and provide feedback
Registration: https://www.jisc.ac.uk/events/data-visualisation-in-jusp-08-nov-2017
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